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PMNCH ACCOUNTABILITY VALUE-ADD

- Strengthening the PMNCH value add on accountability:
  - Multi-stakeholder engagement and mutual accountability
  - Mapping and Streamlining
  - Multi-stakeholder dialogue/activities: youth, social accountability

- Dedicated accountability site on EWEC website

- Unified Accountability Framework
  - Monitor
  - Review
  - Act
PMNCH Unified Accountability Framework

GSPR 2017
SO 2: Implementation of 2017 workplan Q1&2: MONITOR

- **Unified Accountability Framework**
  - Facilitation of dialogue and action, promoting mutual accountability across all PMNCH constituencies
    - Monitor: EWEC Global Strategy Progress Report (GSPR)
      - Launch at High Level Political Forum, July 2017
    - Mapping of reports across to be conducted, what is the duplication, complementarity, value add etc. To be used for alignment and streamlining
    - Notes from ongoing Board discussion: in future PMNCH could broker dialogue with key partners on strategic common focus (eg WHA themes), for complementary, and comprehensive messaging to support countries
SO 2: Implementation of 2017 workplan: MONITOR CONT’D

- Monitoring and accountability related content for the EWEC website in development:
  - The GSPR and related interactive content will start to populate the site, including on HLSG thematic areas (e.g., humanitarian and fragile settings)
  - Content must be relevant across PMNCH constituencies (e.g., to youth; innovation and research, etc.) and drive viewers to key partner existing resources and websites
Review: Independent Accountability Panel (IAP) Report

- Launch at UN General Assembly, September, 2017
- Report builds on evidence from GSPR, supplemental evidence and makes recommendations for partners and countries to take forward
ACT: EWEC Commitment Tracking

- Significant progress on strengthening commitment tracking for 2017 reporting
- Online reporting survey for non-state commitment makers (EOSG-led effort)
- Analysis and recommendations on commitments, disbursements, forecasting etc. (PMNCH Secretariat-led)
- Results to be published in the GSPR and in a supplemental appendix

Donor disbursements to the 62 GFF recipient countries in support of EWEC have increased from US $10.6 billion in 2014 to US $11.6* billion in 2016

*Provisional data
Next steps

- Further operationalizing the EWEC Results framework’s M&E
- Designing and populating the accountability content on EWEC website
- Developing the Brief on social accountability with partners
- Developing a country level vision for commitment tracking
- Specifying roles, functions, mandates etc in taking forward the accountability framework (ongoing Board discussion)
- Consultation on the methodology for EWEC commitments tracking
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